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Food $ense Guide to Eating Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Susan Haws, Extension Assistant Professor
Availability: Lemons can be found year round in
supermarkets; however they are most plentiful and
flavorful in the winter months. Lemons grow best in
warm environments, such as California and Florida.
Eating: Lemons are an acidy fruit that is not
generally eaten as a whole fruit, but more as a zest,
a garnish or to add flavor to a favorite recipe.
Lemons can be used with fish and salads, as well as
in juices, cooking, baking, and desserts.
Selecting: For best quality in selecting lemons,
choose lemons that are firm and have a bright
yellow color. Lemons are the best if they have a
shiny thin skin and are heavy for their size. A
heavier lemon typically has more juice and flavor
then a light airy lemon. Thin-skinned lemons
generally have more juice.
Avoid: Avoid a lemon that is soft, spongy, wrinkled
or has bumpy, rough or hard skin. Coarse, thickskinned and light lemons will have less juice.
Two Varieties of Lemons:
• Acid: Eurekas and Lisbons
 Grown commercially
• Sweet:
 Grown mainly by home gardeners.
The trees bloom continuously all
year and can produce 500 to 600
lemons a year.

Cleaning and Preparing: Wash the skin so that
any dirt or bacteria residing on the surface will not
be transferred to the fruits interior.

Lemons are often called for in a recipe in the form
of juice. A lemon will produce more juice when
warm. For best results juice lemons when they have
been sitting at room temperature. Cut the lemon in
half horizontally through the center. The juice can
be extracted in a variety of ways. You can either use
a juicer, reamer, or do it the old fashioned way,
squeezing by hand.
Storing: Lemons can be stored at room temperature
for about 2 weeks. They will keep for about 6
weeks in a plastic bag in the refrigerator. Use
lemons as quickly as possible after cutting.
Cooking: Lemons can be used in a variety of dishes
for an extra zip of flavor. Freshly squeezed lemon
juice is great in fresh salsas, marinades for meats
and vegetables, in salads and in drinks. Lemons are
often used raw, but may be found in baked and
grilled dishes.
Garnish: Slice the lemon in half and then slice into
several sections. This will brighten up a dish and
make it fun!
Dried Zest: If a recipe calls for lemon zest, use a
zester, paring knife or vegetable peeler to remove
the zest, which is the colored part of the peel. Make
sure not to remove the white pith underneath, as it is
bitter and should not be used. The zest can then be
more finely chopped or diced as necessary.
Tips:
• Use lemon juice on apples and avocados to
prevent browning after they are sliced.

•
•

Lemon juice can remove odors from hands,
pots and pans by rubbing them with a cut
lemon and then washing.
To get the most juice from a lemon, bring
the fruit to room temperature and then roll
on a hard surface while pressing down on
the lemon.

Highlighting Nutrition in Lemons: Lemons are a
citrus fruit, and therefore high in vitamin C. They
are also fat free, cholesterol free, low in sodium and
calories. Lemons are a good source of iron, calcium
and fibers.
Preserving Lemons: Cut and juice lemons, slice
and use as flavoring or garnish for meat, juices or
desserts. Put fresh squeezed lemon juice in ice cube
trays and freeze. When fully frozen store cubes in a
plastic bag in the freezer. The lemon peel (zest) can
be preserved by grating the yellow skin and drying.
Dried lemon zest should be stored in a cool and dry
place in an airtight container.

Lemon Chicken Pasta Salad
2 cups cooked pasta
8 oz cooked chicken breast, cooled and cut into
bite size pieces
1 cup broccoli, cut into bite size pieces
1 cup carrots, sliced and lightly steamed
2 medium tomatoes cut in bite size pieces
¼ cup grated Parmesan cheese topping
1 lemon grated peel and juice
4 tbsp fresh basil, finely chopped
¼ cup fat-free Italian salad dressing
¼ tsp. black pepper, freshly ground
Mix together all ingredients. Chill thoroughly.
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Bell Pepper and Lemon Fish
¼ cup olive oil
2 cloves of garlic
1 lemon, juiced
1 pinch of salt
2 fish fillets
½ red bell pepper cut into strips
In shallow dish mix olive oil, lemon juice, and salt.
Marinate fish for at least 1 hour in olive oil mixture.
Place fish on a large sheet of foil. Form a packet.
Pour marinated mixture over fillets and top with
peppers.
Tightly seal packet, place in a baking dish, and bake
at 375° for 35 minutes.
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